The research supported under this grant has two main focuses: first, modeling security protocols, and second, devising new domain-theoretic models for probabilistic phenomena. In the first area, we developed a new approach to modeling probabilistic input/output automata, originally devised by Canetti, Lynch, Segala et al, and new applications of these automata in security, specifically to the area of anonymity. In the second area, we devised new models combining probability and nondeterminism, and used this approach to provide an alternative development of the indexed valuations of Daniele Varacca. An important application of this is the development of the only known CCC supporting probabilistic choice.
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### 8. Summary of Research Accomplishments:

The research supported under this grant has two main focuses: first, modeling security protocols, and second, devising new domain-theoretic models for probabilistic phenomena. In the first area, work was undertaken to provide a better understanding of the use of probabilistic input/output automata as models for crypto-protocols. This approach, originally devised by Ran Canetti, Nancy Lynch and Roberto Segala, among others, provides a novel mechanism for analyzing crypto-protocols, including reasoning about the cryptographic primitives used to achieve security. However, the approach is arcane and difficult to understand. In our work, we have been developing a domain-based approach to constructing and analyzing such automata. We have made significant progress in unraveling the structure of these as models for security, and we also have devised new applications of them to the area of anonymity. The results of this work is partly reflected in the publications and presentations listed above, but the most significant advances have only recently been achieved. For this reason, this work continues under current grant funding.

The second area of research focused on models for probability, and in particular how to present probabilistic models that also supported the incremental approach typical of domain models of computational processes. Our work here is included in the papers on monoids over domains and the one on domain models for discrete random variables. Both of these papers were inspired by work of Daniele Varacca, who devised a model of probability-like processes that obeyed certain categorical laws that made them more amenable to systematic analysis. Our work gave a new approach to devising Varacca’s models, using domain theory, an approach that clarifies the structure of the models. In addition, the discrete random variables paper gives the only known model that combines probability and nondeterminism in a Cartesian closed category.

Another facet of the work was on labeled Markov processes, reported in the conference paper 8) above, in which the earlier work on probability and nondeterminism was picked up again in the context of labeled Markov processes. The main result shows how the labeled Markov process theory gives rise to an operational model for a simple process calculus which extends Milner’s CCS with probabilistic choice, and in which this operational model qua bisimulation relation has the earlier domain-theoretic model for nondeterminism and probabilistic choice as a fully abstract denotational model.

The final aspect of research to report on this contract is reported in the book chapter on labeled Markov processes as generalized stochastic processes. The main result of that work is a duality theory for these processes, which allows for a better understanding of their structure and their behavior.
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